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Abstract 

Two different models, ovalene (C32H14) and circumcoronene (C54H18) and their respective doped models (C31XH14, 

C53XH18 where X = B, Al, N, P, Fe, Ni and Pt) have been considered for DFT calculations at the GGA-PBE/DNP level. 

The two models are compared on the basis of various calculated structural parameters and electronic properties. 

Electronic density of states (DOS) spectra are also plotted to see the changes in the electronic properties on increasing 

the size. No major changes are observed in the structural and electronic properties as one move from the smaller model 

to the higher one. It is found that doping maintains the planarity of the surface but induces comparatively large changes 

in the bond lengths around the doped atom, weakening the bonds. Copyright © VBRI Press. 
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Introduction 

Graphene, two-dimensional graphite, is a  

zero-gap semiconductor. The robust two- 

dimensional structure of graphene makes it an  

exciting material for applications in the present  

era. Single-layer graphene is a one-atom thick sheet of 

sp2-carbon atoms, densely packed into a two-

dimensional honeycomb lattice. It is the mother of all 

graphitic forms of carbon, including zero-dimensional 

fullerenes, one-dimensional carbon nanotubes and 

three-dimensional graphite [1]. The graphene sheet is 

either doped by different elements, [2-4] or various 

elements are adsorbed on its surface at different 

positions [5-13] to see the effects on its electronic and 

magnetic properties. 

 Theoretically, graphene is represented by  

a range of models. C24H12, C32H14, C42H16, C54H18  

and C96H24 models have been studied extensively  

for different applications in past as well as recent times 

[14-23]. A number of research groups have considered 

periodic structures with different dimensions to 

represent the graphene surface [24-35] to study the 

interaction with different chemical species.  

It has been previously shown that the reactivity  

of the carbon model does not depend strongly on  

the molecular size [36].  

 The present study is aimed at investigating the 

effect of doping on the structural and electronic 

properties of graphene and how these vary with  

the size of the sheet. For this purpose, two models  

were considered, C32H14 and C54H18 (intrinsic),  

and their respective doped models (C31XH14, C53XH18 

where X = B, Al, N, P, Fe, Ni and Pt). 

Computational details 

First-principles density functional (DF) calculations 

were performed using DMol [3] in the Materials Studio 

4.4 package from Accelrys Inc. [37, 38] Numerical 

basis sets of double zeta quality plus polarization 

functions (DNP), which is the numerical equivalent of 

the Gaussian basis, 6-31G**, but is much more 

accurate, were used in the calculations. The cores were 

treated using DFT Semilocal Pseudo-Potentials (DSPP), 

specifically designed for DFT calculations [39]. The 

GGA-PBE functional [40] was employed in the 

calculations. The geometries of various structures were 

fully optimized, without restrictions, using delocalized 

internal coordinates [41, 42]. The geometry 

optimization was performed until the magnitude of the 

Hellmann-Feynman force on each atom reduced to 

within 0.004 Ha Å-1 and the energy change was less 

than 2×10-5 Ha. Self-consisted field procedure was 

carried out with a convergence criterion of 10-5 Ha on 

the energy. For the transition metal doped systems, 

which are open-shell systems, spin unrestricted 

calculations were performed [43, 44] on the low spin 

states of the metals. Bond orders were computed using 

Mayer’s procedure [45]. Because of the well-known 

shortcomings of the Mulliken method, [46] molecular 

electrostatic potential (ESP) fitted charges, [47]  

which are consistent and basis size independent, are 

reported. 
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Results and discussion 

Two models of intrinsic graphene, viz. ovalene, C32H14 

and circumcoronene, C54H18 and their respective doped 

models (C31XH14, C53XH18, where X = B, Al, N, P, Fe, 

Ni and Pt) were considered for the present study. The 

number of fused benzene rings in the C32H14 and C54H18 

models is 10 and 19, respectively. The central carbon 

atom was doped in the two models of graphene. Doping 

of graphene with B and Al was done to investigate the 

effect of p-type doping, and with N and P to study  

n-type doping. Other than these four elements,  

three transition metal elements (Fe, Ni and Pt) were 

chosen for doping because fruitful results have been 

reported [25-27] for adsorption of chemical species 

when doping was done with these elements.  

 

Graphene model-Ovalene (C31XH14) 

All the considered graphene models, intrinsic as well as 

doped (B, Al, N, P, Fe, Ni and Pt), were fully optimized 

with respect to the energy. The structure of doped 

graphene is shown in Fig. 1, along with the numbering 

scheme. 

 

Fig. 1 Optimized structure of the graphene model (C31XH14). Gray, 

peach and white spheres denote C, X and H, respectively. 

 

Structural properties 

The calculated average C-C and C-H bond lengths for 

intrinsic graphene (Table 1), compare well with the 

reported values of 1.420 Å for C-C [24, 48] and 1.09 Å 

for C-H [49]. The Handbook of Chemistry (67th ed.; 

CRC Press: Cleveland, OH, 1978; p F158) lists these 

values as 1.42 Å and 1.07 Å, respectively. On doping 

with the various atoms, the average C-X bond lengths 

get modified, as shown in Table 1, and these values are 

in good agreement (within 10%) with the values 

reported in the literature, i.e. C-B = 1.481 Å, [28] C-Al 

= 1.633 Å [24], C-N = 1.408 Å, [28] C-P = 1.765 Å, 

[50] and C-Pt = 1.92 Å [26]. Except N, in each case, the 

C-X bond lengthens due to the larger atomic radius of 

the doped atom as compared to carbon. The increased 

bond lengths induce greater reactivity in graphene, 

which can be used for various future applications. The 

maximum increase (0.406 Å) in bond length is 

observed for the Pt-graphene system, which suggests 

greatest reactivity in this system. The increase in 

reactivity is also supported by the other structural and 

electronic parameters, discussed in the following 

sections. 

  
Table 1. Calculated gas phase bond lengths (Å) and bond angles (°) 
of the graphene models. 

 

 

 

 A look at Table 1 reveals that the bond angles 

around the doped atom remain close to the carbon sp2 

bond angle of 120.0° that it replaces, except in the case 

of Ni, where the bond angles deviate appreciably, 

though the planar geometry is still retained.  

 

Electronic properties 

The Mayer bond orders (Table 2) for the C-C bonds in 

intrinsic graphene are of the order ~1.2, confirming sp2 

hybridization for the carbon atoms. The C-H bond 

orders are all ~1.0, and there is no significant change in 

the doped models. However, some significant changes 

are observed in the Mayer bond orders for the three  

C-X bonds around the doped atom. Significant 

weakening of the C-X bonds results upon doping, 

particularly in the case of doping with Al. The only 

exception is P-doping. While the X4-C5 bond is weaker 

than the other two X-C bonds for intrinsic graphene, the 

opposite trend is observed in all cases, except for Fe 

doping. 

 
Table 2. Mayer bond orders for the various graphene models (C32H14 

and C31XH14). 
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*See Fig. 1. 

 ESP charge analysis (Table S1) for the intrinsic 

graphene shows that the inner C atoms bear negligible 

charges, but the terminal carbon atoms (C16 and C30, 

see Fig. 1) are negatively charged, due to transfer of 

electron density from their neighboring carbons (C15, 

C17 and C26, C29, see Fig. 1), which are positively 

charged. On doping, except with Ni and Pt, the doped 

atom acquires a positive charge due to electron transfer 

to the rest of the graphene sheet. As noted above, Al, in 

particular, forms weak covalent bonds with its 

neighboring carbons. The larger positive charge on Al 

in the doped system implies that the Al-C bonds have 

ionic character as well. This is borne out by the almost 

mononegative charges (~ -0.8) on the three carbons 

(C3, C5, and C10) to which it is bound. The 

electronegativity values for C, B, Al, N and P are 2.54, 

2.04, 1.61, 3.04 and 2.19, respectively [51]. The large 

difference in the electronegativities of C and Al 

explains the ionic character of the Al-C bond. The 

polarity of the C-X bond is in the order of the 

electronegativity difference of C and X, the maximum 

positive charge being on Al, followed by P and then on 

B. Aluminum also induces a polarization in all the 

bonds, as seen by the large partial charges on nearly all 

the atoms of the Al doped system. On the other hand, 

the d8 transition metals, Ni and Pt, show their 

electrophilic character [52-54] by withdrawing electron 

density from the graphene. However, the electron 

withdrawal is smaller than the electron donation by Al 

and not much change occurs in the partial charges of 

the bonded carbons. 

 The charge redistribution on doping causes a 

change in the dipole moment from zero for intrinsic 

graphene to significant values in the doped systems 

(Table S2). Even though most atoms in the Al doped 

graphene bear significant charges, the dipole moment 

remains small. However, Pt-graphene has the highest 

dipole moment, showing greater asymmetry in the 

charge distribution. P and Fe also induce dipole 

moments in graphene. Both charge transfer and dipole 

moment support the notion that doping influences the 

electronic properties of graphene. 

 The binding energies per atom, given in Table S2, 

indicate a destabilization of the graphene, and 

consequent increase in reactivity, on doping, the largest 

destabilization being observed for doping with Pt, and 

the least for doping with boron. The energy difference 

between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital 

(HOMO) decreases substantially on doping, again 

indicating greater reactivity of the doped systems. 

However, the decrease is relatively smaller in the case 

of Pt doping. Among the n-type (N, P) and p-type (B, 

Al) dopants, the decrease in band gap is larger in the 

former than in the latter. The decreased band gap 

indicates increase in conductivity of the graphene on 

doping. The calculated Fermi energies, also given in 

Table S2, indicate that doping increases the Fermi 

energy of intrinsic graphene (a closed shell system), 

except for Al for which the Fermi level goes down. The 

maximum increase in the Fermi level is for the n-type 

dopants (N and P), suggesting easy conduction of 

electrons in these two sheets. Increase in the Fermi 

energy of the doped systems also reflects a greater 

occupation of graphene energy states. 

 The magnetic moments of the isolated atom (µA), 

doped atom in the graphene sheet (µDA) and doped 

graphene sheet (µDG) (Table S2), calculated from the 

Mayer free valences, show that the doped graphene 

sheets become magnetic on doping, except for Pt-

graphene, in which case, even though the isolated Pt 

atom has a magnetic moment of 1.96 µB, the magnetism 

gets quenched in the sheet. Further, the magnetic 

moment of the atom, when in the graphene sheet, is 

always smaller than that in the isolated atom, 

suggesting transfer of electrons to the graphene sheet. 

This reduction in magnetic moment is most for n-doped 

graphene, signifying greater electron transfer to the 

sheet as compared to other systems. The induction of 

magnetism in the graphene sheet on doping has also 

been experimentally observed.55 

 We may understand the process of doping thus. 

When a carbon atom is removed from the hexagonal 

network, three C atoms (C3, C5 & C10 in Fig. 1) are 

left with one unsaturated bond each. After relaxation, 

the single vacancy undergoes a Jahn–Teller distortion, 

where two of the unsaturated C atoms form a weak 

covalent bond, resulting in a pentagonal rearrangement, 

whereas the remaining unsaturated C atom has a 

magnetic moment of 0.88 μB. The X atom forms 

covalent bonds with the under-coordinated C atoms at 

the vacancy by breaking the weak C–C bond of the 

pentagon in the reconstructed vacancy. This means that 

doping in graphene could be created easily by 

depositing X atoms where vacancies have been 

previously created by, for example, irradiation with 

energetic electrons. However, instead of zero magnetic 

moment, the magnetic moment of the substitutional X 

impurity increases. 

 The HOMO and LUMO orbitals are important, 

both in shape and magnitude, as they account for the 

chemical reactivity of a molecule. The HOMO-LUMO 

plots are shown in Table S3. It can be seen that all the 

LUMO energies are negative, which implies that the 

systems under investigation are all good electron 

acceptors. The decrease in the HOMO-LUMO gap on 

doping is also due to the lowering of the LUMO.  

 Concentrating on the doped atom, Table S3 shows 

that, in intrinsic graphene, both the HOMO and LUMO 

are π orbitals. While the HOMO is a delocalized orbital 

involving the two equivalent bonds, X4-C3 and X4-C10 

(Fig. 1), the LUMO is the X4-C5 π* bond orbital. In  

p-type doping, both the HOMO and LUMO lie on the 

doped atoms and both are delocalized π orbitals on  

X4-C3 and X4-C10. For n-type doping, however, both 

are π* orbitals encompassing X4-C3 and X4-C10, but 
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for P, both the HOMO and LUMO are additionally 

stabilized by π bonding involving X4-C5. In the case of 

Fe doping, all three are π* orbitals, both for the HOMO 

and LUMO. In all these cases, the similarity of the 

HOMOs and LUMOs explains the decreased gaps. 

However, for Ni and Pt doping, while the former 

dopant does not appear in the LUMO, the latter does 

not appear in the HOMO, accounting for the increased 

band gap in the case of the Pt-doped system, where the 

metal orbitals do not mix with the HOMO to destabilize 

it. 

 The total density of states (DOS) spectra (spin-up 

and spin-down) for all the models are plotted in Fig. 2 

to analyze the variations in the electronic and magnetic 

properties on doping.   

 

Fig. 2. The spin-up (↑) and spin-down (↓) density of states (DOS) of 

intrinsic graphene (black) with: (a) B-graphene (red), Al-graphene 
(blue) (b) N-graphene (red), P-graphene (blue) (c) Fe-graphene (red) 

(d) Ni-graphene (red) (e) Pt-graphene (red). The vertical dashed line 

denotes the Fermi level 

 Intrinsic graphene is a non-magnetic material, and 

this is reflected in the symmetry of the spin-up and 

spin-down DOS (Fig. 2(a)). B and Al dopants introduce 

electronic holes in the intrinsic graphene, generating  

p-type semiconductors. For B-graphene, there is a slight 

shift in the peaks of the spin-down state towards high 

energy above the Fermi level as compared to the spin-

up state (Fig. 2(a)). The zero DOS level shifts to high 

energy above the Fermi level, as expected for p-type 

behavior [28]. The DOS curve for Al doping is 

smoother than that of intrinsic graphene, and the spin-

up and spin-down curves are almost mirror images of 

each other. For both N and P doped graphene  

(Fig. 2(b)) (n-type semiconductors), a shift of the zero 

DOS is observed towards energies lower than the Fermi 

level. For N-doping, there are significant differences in 

the spin-up and spin-down behavior near and above the 

Fermi level. 

 For the Fe and Ni doped graphene, considerable 

difference in the spin-up and spin-down curves is 

observed, accounting for high magnetic moments 

(Table S2). For the Fe- and Ni-doped graphene, the 

peaks for the spin-down DOS shift to higher energy as 

compared to those for spin-up. However, for Pt doping, 

although the zero DOS state is above the Fermi level, as 

for the Fe-doped graphene, the spin-up and spin-down 

curves are almost mirror images of each other, 

accounting for the zero magnetization of Pt-doped 

graphene. The difference in the magnetic behavior 

resulting from doping with Ni and Pt, both of which 

belong to the same group, can be explained on the basis 

of the Mulliken population analysis for the two 

systems. Though in the isolated state, Ni and Pt have 

the electron configurations 3d84s2 and 5d96s1, 

respectively, and both have intrinsic magnetic 

moments, in the graphene doped with the respective 

metals, the net configurations is 4s1.173d8.784p0.20 for Ni 

and 6s1.355d8.336p0.38 for Pt, revealing that, in the former, 

one electron is transferred from the 4s orbital to the 3d 

orbital, resulting in net α spin.  

 

Fig. 3. The spin-up (↑) and spin-down (↓) PDOS of (a) Fe in Fe-
graphene (b) Ni in Ni-graphene. The s, p and d orbitals are shown in 

black, red and blue, respectively. 

 For a better understanding of the magnetic 

behavior of Fe-graphene and Ni-graphene, the partial 

DOS (PDOS) of Fe in Fe-graphene and Ni in  

Ni-graphene were also analyzed. The PDOS of Fe in 

Fe-graphene is shown in Fig. 3(a). The spin-up and 

spin-down s electrons of Fe in Fe-graphene differ in 

their DOS, as the latter have their peaks near -0.5 eV in 

the valence band, while the former peak near 1.5 eV in 

the conduction band. For the p electron states, both the 

spin-up and spin-down states contribute to the 

conduction band, and the respective peaks are at 2.2 eV 

and 1.9 eV. The peaks of the d electron states are higher 

and deeper in the valence band for the spin-down states, 

but the spin-up states make larger contribution to the 

conduction band. The PDOS suggests that there is 

hybridization between the 4s and 3d orbitals of the Fe 

atom, due to which the 4s and 3d spin-up states shift to 

the conduction band, as also seen from electron 

configuration of Fe (4s1.063d6.944p0.18), showing a 

transfer of an electron from the s to the d orbitals.

 The PDOS of Ni in Ni-graphene is shown in  

Fig. 3(b). Though some variations are seen in the peak 

positions in the DOS for the spin-up and spin-down 

states for the s states, these are not very significant. 

Near the Fermi level, a peak for the spin-up p states at -

0.08 eV in the valence band shifts to 0.75 eV in the 

conduction band for the spin-down states. Around  

0.75 eV, the d electron spin-up state has zero DOS, but 

at the same level, the spin-down states have a peak. The 

opposite is the case around the Fermi level. Some 

mixing between the s, p and d orbitals leads to a 
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4s1.173d8.784p0.20 configuration for Ni. The PDOS of Fe 

and Ni graphene are clearly different for spin-up and 

spin-down states, which confirms the magnetization of 

the sheet.  

Higher graphene model-Circumcoronene (C53XH18) 

For the larger model of graphene, doping was done with 

the same atoms as in the lower model, and all the 

structures of the considered graphene models were fully 

optimized. The structure of doped graphene is shown in 

Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Optimized structure of graphene model, C53XH18. 

Structural properties 

Selected bond lengths and bond angles in the optimized 

geometry of doped graphene are given in Table S4 of 

the Supporting Information. As observed in the smaller 

model of graphene (Table 1), there are significant 

changes in the bond lengths around the doped atom. 

The trend is similar to that observed in the smaller 

model. As before, no major change in the bond angles 

around the doped atom (C19) are observed, except in 

Ni-graphene.  

 The calculated Mayer bond orders are given in 

Table S5. Here, too, no significant changes are 

observed in the Mayer bond orders in the C54H18 model 

as compared to the C32H14 model.  

 

Electronic properties 

The ESP partial charges are listed in Table S6. Though 

there are slight differences in the charges on the doped 

atom for the larger model as compared to the smaller 

one (Table S1), the variations are slight and the same 

trends persist, as can be seen from Fig. 5.  

 
Fig. 5. Variation in the ESP charges on the doped atom for the lower 

and higher models of graphene. 

 The calculated electronic properties are given in 

Table S7. As for the smaller model, doping results in 

destabilization of the graphene, the binding energy per 

atom is found to be decreased in each doped case as 

compared to the intrinsic graphene (Fig. S1), the 

maximum destabilization being for Pt doping. The 

magnitude of the binding energy per atom is larger for 

the larger model, indicating stabilization of the system 

as one moves towards the larger model. The magnetic 

moments (Table S7) show the same trend as observed 

for the smaller model (Table S2), but the magnitudes 

are slightly smaller. 

 

Fig. 6. Variation in band gap for lower and higher models of 
graphene. 

 

 A decrease in the HOMO-LUMO gap is observed 

for each larger model as compared to its respective 

smaller model (Fig. 6). As for the smaller model, the 

band gap of intrinsic graphene decreases on doping. 

The calculated Fermi energy for intrinsic graphene is -

4.56 eV and it is raised on doping (Table S7). This is in 

contrast to the observation for the smaller model, where 

the Fermi energy does not increase for p-doping. 

However, as before (Table S2), the shift of the Fermi 

level is largest for n-doping. The dipole moments of the 

doped sheets change to significant values (Table S7), 

signifying redistribution of charge among the atoms of 

the sheet. Compared to the smaller model (Table S2), 

the dipole moments for the B-, Al-, and N-doped 

graphene increase to very high values. 

 The HOMO-LUMO plots are shown in Table S8, 

along with their respective energies in eV. These are 

similar to those observed for the smaller model, except 

for the P and Pt-doped systems, where the doped atom 

does not find any contribution to the LUMO. For Ni 

doping, for which no contribution to the LUMO was 

found for the smaller model, for the larger model, it 

comprises the B1 π orbital, accounting for the drastic 

lowering of this level. 

 The total density of states (DOS) plots (spin-up  

and spin-down) for the larger models are plotted in 

Figure S2. Compared to the smaller model, the 

variations between the spin-up and spin-down  

curves is smaller, except for the Fe and Ni doped 

systems.  
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Fig. 7. The spin-up (↑) and spin-down (↓) PDOS of (a) Fe in Fe-
graphene (b) Ni in Ni-graphene. The s, p and d orbitals are shown in 

black, red and blue, respectively. 

 

 As for the smaller model, the PDOS of Fe in Fe-

graphene (Fig. 7(a)) and Ni in Ni-graphene (Fig. 7(b)) 

were analyzed. The PDOS of Fe in Fe-graphene shows 

similar variations in the spectra as for the smaller 

model, i.e. relatively large differences in the two spin 

states of the s electrons, small variations in the p 

electron states, and the d electron spin-up states split 

into two peaks above the Fermi level in the range of 1.3 

and 2.4 eV. However, there are small changes in the 

PDOS of Ni in Ni-graphene as compared to the smaller 

model. At the Fermi level, the spin-up p electron states 

have a peak, while the spin-down states have almost 

zero density of states. This observation differs from that 

of the smaller model, which showed similar peaks for 

both the states around 0.7 eV. Also, the d electron spin-

up states have a clear peak at the Fermi level, differing 

from the smaller model. The electron configurations of 

the Fe and Ni atoms in the larger sheet are 

4s1.063d6.954p0.19 and 4s1.183d8.764p0.21, respectively. In 

each case, a 4s electron is promoted to the 3d orbital, 

along with some population of the 4p orbital. 

Conclusion  

In summary, our first-principles DFT calculations to 

study the structural, electronic and magnetic properties 

of intrinsic as well as doped graphene, have revealed 

significant changes in the structural properties (bond 

lengths, bond angles and Mayer bond orders) on 

doping, but these are not size-dependent on the model. 

On doping, the graphene sheet exhibits magnetism, 

except for Pt atom doping, and the magnitude of the 

magnetic moment depends on the doped atom. The 

magnitude of the binding energy per atom increases as 

the model becomes larger. The binding energy per atom 

decreases on doping, suggesting an increase in 

reactivity on doping, as also evidenced by the decrease 

in the band gap on doping. Charge redistribution is 

observed in the doped sheets, supported by the ESP 

charges on the atoms and the calculated dipole 

moments. The DOS plots of the graphene models show 

that intrinsic and Pt graphene are non-magnetic, while 

Fe and Ni doped graphene is magnetic. Interestingly, 

around the Fermi level, Al, P and Ni graphene exhibit 

non-zero density of states, while Fe-graphene has zero 

density of states. For the p-type dopants (B and Al), the 

DOS peaks move towards high energy, while for n-type 

dopants (N and P), they move towards low energy, as 

compared to intrinsic graphene.  
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